Vitano Industry GmbH – the interna onal mul ple-industry company
established by the mutual interest and capital investments of
the group of engineers and managers with 20-years experience
in ﬁeld of auto spare parts. Vitano Industry with Duran Oil GmbH
has established the most advanced produc on lines and the
most professional team including experienced engineers, quality
control people and well trained workshop staﬀ. All these have
ensured high performance, zero leakage, non-pollu on and ong
life of Vitano products. And our products are highly recognized
by our customers from all around the world.
The company`s ﬁeld of ac vity is the manufacture and sale
of spare parts and rapidly wearing parts for vehicles. The
produc on program includes all types of the spare parts, which
are necessary for vehicle`s maintenance works, possessing
quality equivalent to original (OE – original equipment). The
enterprises – manufacturers of the products are the suppliers
of component parts to produc on lines of Audi, B M W,
Daimler-Chrysler, Nissan, Toyota, Volkswagen. All produc on
stages as well as subcontractors of the manufacturing plants
are owners of the cer ﬁcates of quality management systems
according to series of standards ISO 16949. The established
policy of Duran Oil GmbH helps Vitano Industry GmbH to manufacture
and supply products with consistent quality that fully comply
with customer and statutory requirements. We sincerely
welcome new and old costumers to contact us for future
business rela onships and achieving mutual success !

AUTO LAMPS
The good light of automobile headlights is one of the main
criteria for conﬁdent and safe driving at night and in bad
weather. Not all produced cars have good optics which
provides suﬃcient illumination. Therefore, the quality of
headlight lamps in budget cars is important, because a
properly designed lamp can largely reduce the disadvantages
of optics and raise the quality of headlights to a higher level.
The Vitano halogen lamps are produced with all common
socles for diﬀerent types of headlamps. They are able to
provide a bright and correct light "beam", which gives
high-quality lighting of the roadway, and does not blind the
oncoming drivers. This result is achieved by the most
accurate and well thought-out installation of the spiral during
production. A halogen ﬁlling of the bulb gives a high luminous
eﬃciency and preserves a long lifetime of lamps.
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SPARK PLUGS
Vitano Industry proposes high quality spark plugs for the most
of internal combustion engines. Vitano Industry products are
applied for automobiles, trucks, motorcycles and garden
equipment.Important option of spark plugs is their thermal
range. Spark plugs which heat not enough or vice versa heat
too much can cause failure of engine work. Vitano Industry
uses central electrodes with copper core for optimization of
heat-transfer process. Gas tightness is secured by
copper-glass sealing. Thus working range is provided.
Insulators are made of high-purity aluminum oxide powder,
which are an exceptional isolator and thermal conductor.
Vitano Industry spark plugs usage provides improving of ﬁring
system characteristics, such as fuel saving, decreasing of
harmful emissions, more stable engine work.Vitano Industry
spark plugs provide eﬃcient ignition with fuel economy at
same time reducing the automobiles exhaust harmful eﬀects
on environment.

www.vitano-industry.com
AUTOCHEMIE
Assortment range of Vitano Industry car chemistry products
covers all of the car servicing spheres (varied additives and
cleaners to oil and fuel systems of automobiles, car care
products, wide range of products for service stations). All of
the Vitano Industrychemistry products are produced at
high-tech chemical plants all over the world.

WIPER BLADE
Vitano Industry oﬀers wide assortment of the high quality
windshield wipers with perfect fulﬁllment and highest safety
level. Assortment includes traditional, soft and hybrid
windshield wipers, windshield wipers for cars, trucks and
busses.
Standart wiper blades - Despite signiﬁcant progress in the
design of the wiper blades and the emergence of new more
modern models, the Vitano frame windshield wipers still
remain relevant and high-demand. Their robustness (due to
the metal frame), the possibility of changing the rubber blade
after its wear, as well as a good adherence even to the
glasses with strong roundings plays an important role in this.
Frame less wiper blades and rear wiper blades – Vitano
frameless windshield and rear wipers are made of high
quality elastic rubber with the use of plastic elements; they
have the form of a spoiler, which provides an excellent
downforce of the windshield wiper while moving. The
advantage of this model of wipers (frameless) is a maximum
adaptation to diﬀerent climatic conditions, including snowy
weather.
Hybrid wiper blades - The Vitano hybrid windshield wipers
have a frame similar to those of the standard ones, but they
are also equipped with a protective casing that hides all the
hinges, protecting them from ice accretion during the winter,
and also increasing the downforce while moving. These
windshield wipers are suitable for all types of glasses and are
eﬀective on all cars. Theirs beneﬁts also include long service
life and attractive design.

ENGINEERED IN GERMANY

FILTERS
Oil ﬁlter
Oil ﬁlter is one of the most important exploitative detail in the
automobile. It maintains the reliable and ﬂawless operation
of the engine, cleaning the passing through it engine oil from
the worn particles (as a result of the rubbing surfaces) and
residue of the thermal destruction. Thereby, the oil ﬁlter
lengthens the durability of the engine oil and produces the
proper lubricant for all movable and rubbing parts of the
unit-power plant (engine).On the average, several thousand
liters of engine oil are ﬁltrated under the high pressure that
imposesa serious load. Engine lifetime and its uninterrupted
duty term are directly depend on the quality of the oil engine.
That's exactly why, when producing Vitano ﬁlters, we focus
extensively on the details, material quality and barrier paper.
Fuel ﬁlter
The fuel system is one of the most expensive components
of the car, so it is very important that the incoming fuel is
thoroughly cleaned from foreign admixtures, microparticles,
paraﬃn, water and rust, using fuel ﬁlters of coarse and ﬁne
cleaning. If the ﬁltration is not of high quality, the entraining
microparticles fall into the combustion chamber and can
disable the fuel system, modern high-power engines are
particularly sensitive to it. Fuel ﬁlters Vitalo are made in
accordance with modern requirements of car manufacturers
and are able to withstand the most severe operating
conditions at extreme loads, herewith ensure high-quality
fuel ﬁltration and water seepage. The ﬁlters are made
withmaterials, whichvary from mineral to synthetic,
depending on the requirements for each of the brands and
models of cars and correspond to world standards.
Air ﬁlter
The function of the air ﬁlter is the extensive air puriﬁcation
before its injection into the combustion chamber. This allows
to avoid the insertion of diﬀerent minor particles, dirt and
insects etc. to the engine. Bad ﬁltration is the result of the
low-quality air ﬁlter installation or the extension of its
operating term. It leads to the air-fuel mixture leaning in the
combustion chamber and consequently the air lacking may
emerge, the automobile losses its power capacity, fuelisn't
clean-burning grade and fuel consumption is increasing.
Also the systematic use of the low-quality ﬁlters and their
untimely change lead to the accelerated amortization of the
piston block and shorter engine life in general. Air ﬁlters are
quite an individual part for each brand and model of the car,
because they have diﬀerent shapes, sizes, densities and so
on.The production of air ﬁlters Vitano uses the most modern
ﬁltering materials and advanced technology, in addition, we
take into account all the requirements of automakers, so the
ﬁlter Vitano are 100% original.
Cabin ﬁlter
If fuel, air and oil ﬁlters are necessary for qualitative and
reliable functioning of the vehicleitself, then the ﬁlters of the
vehicle's interior are intended to provide comfort and
well-being to its passengers. It is that element of the car
about which many people often forget, without giving it value.
But it is not correct, because it is the interior ﬁlter that puriﬁes
the air coming from the outside (through the systems of
ventilation or air conditioning) into the interior of the vehicle,
by which afterwards the driver and his passengers breathe.
Vitano'shigh-quality ﬁlters are able to purify air from dust,
gas contamination, unpleasant smells and various
microparticles. And the ﬁlters of the vehicle's interiorwith
absorbent carbon provide the delicatepuriﬁcation of airand
even have an antibacterial eﬀect.Thewell-being of the driver,
so and safety of driving directly depends on purity
of air in the vehicle's interior.

